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By Father Kenneth J. Doyle
Padua, Italy (NQ —Pope
John Paul II told the people
of Padua Sept. 12 that he
could not solve all of the
social problems of their
region, but two themes —
God's fundamentality arid
man's centrality — could
help them to deal with them.
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"outrage,' Father Romeo Panciroli; Vatican spokesman,
said the statement "contains words that are incredible" and
"language that shows little regard for the pope."
He recalled Church efforts to save Jews during World
War II and commented, This is a fact that should be
well-known to the many Jews who were saved, who now
live in -Israel and other nations."
He also noted that Pope John Paul II had condemned
the Nazi persecution of the Jews "on numerous occasions
and especially on his visit.to Auschwitz," the Nazi concentration camp in Poland that the pope visited in 1979.
Since his election to the papacy, John Paul has
frequently deplored violence and bloodshed in Lebanon
and urged a peaceful solution of its problems.
In Jerusalem, Israeli officials in turn expressed surprise
and concern at the sharpness of the Vatican response.
Israel "is really very disturbed" because of the-potential
impact on world Catholic opinion concerning the
legitimacy of the PLO, a government official said.
The pope was defended in other quarters. Cardinal
Joseph" Hoffner of Cologne said, "The pope has repeatedly
spoken out against violence and terror as means of solving
political disputes," said the cardinal who heads the German Bishops Conference. "We are all united in our
codemnation of terrorist acts committed by the PLO and
other groups."
In the U.S., the Catholic League for Religious and Civil

"In condemning this senseless act of violence which
adds itself to the many others, I express the hope that
Lebanon will follow the democratic process which ought
to permit- it to live in dignity, independence, peace and
fraternity among all its citizens and I ask God to help in
the realization of that hope," he said.
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